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Tantalus Announce Barnanza for Mobile
Australian video game developer Tantalus today announced its latest offering for mobile, the ultimate
farming sandbox: Barnanza. Presently celebrating twenty years making games, Tantalus has a long
history working with animal-based titles, and Barnanza comes on the back of the hit mobile game Pony
Trails. Barnanza itself is an adaptation of the 3DS and Wii U title Funky Barn, a cult success in its own
right, that was published respectively by Ubisoft and 505 Games.
Tantalus CEO and owner Tom Crago rates Barnanza among the company’s finest titles on any
handheld platform. “This is something we’ve been working on for years. We had the opportunity
initially to bring a version of this concept to the 3DS and since then we’ve been iterating and improving
in an effort to tailor it perfectly to mobile. We learned a lot about that space through our efforts on Pony
Trails and without a doubt Barnanza is a step up in terms of quality and overall experience.”
Barnanza allows players to design, create and customise their own farm, filling it with adorable animals
and crazy contraptions. They will be kept busy in all four seasons, growing their farm, carrying eggs,
shearing sheep, milking cows, harvesting fruit, building fences and roads, and planting crops, all while
planning for new animal arrivals, lovingly delivered by a friendly stork.
No two farms are ever the same, with players free to choose a laid-back, organic style of farming, or go
for the fast-paced, high-tech wizardry of a fully automated farm. Either way, this is a farming game
with genuine heart, where happy animals mean better produce and a flourishing, prosperous farm.
Current Tantalus titles include Pony Trails on iOS with more than 3,500,000 unique users. The
company is presently working on games for release on PlayStation4, Xbox One, Wii U, PC, iOS and
Android.
Playable versions of Barnanza are on display at this year’s Game Connect Asia Pacific and PAX events
in Melbourne, Australia.
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